In the NMR titration experiments, we go through conditions where A≈B >> 1/K. Concentrations of all components can be calculated from the values A, B, K and J through quadratic equations.
Solve for c (complex with partially folded protein)
Solve for d (complex with partially folded protein)
Finally, a and b can be obtained as
In the NMR titration, we know the values of A and B, we fix the value of J as 5, based on the intensity ratio of the folded and unfolded signals in excess of RNA, and we obtain the evolution of c from the evolution of the chemical shifts of the unfolded forms in fast exchange during the titration. We obtain an estimate for K through non--linear fitting of the data points in Figure 7 to the solution of the quadratic equation for c.
The fluorescence anisotropy assays are carried out with B<K<<A. In this conditions, a≈A. We measure the ratio between bound RNA (high anisotropy) and free RNA (low anisotropy), that is (c+d)/B. Considering the dissociation constants KD=ab/c and JD=c/d, we get:
From which we get to:
That is, we obtain an apparent dissociation constant Kapp=KDJD/(JD+1). Using the values obtained from the NMR titration (KD=2µM and JD=0.2), the expected value for Kapp is 0.33 µM, in good agreement with the measured value (300±50 nM). 
Supplementary Figure 3
A.
1 H--15 N HMQC spectra of DCL1--A in buffer (green) and in 8M urea (blue) at 298K. B. 1 H--15 N HMQC spectra of DCL1--A in buffer at 298K (pink) and at 278K (dark blue).
Supplementary Figure 4
A. Alignment of DCL1--A with dsRBDs of known structure. The secondary structure elements are shown on top. Note the deletion in loop beta1--beta2 in all three dicer dsRBDs (highlighted with a red rectangle). The alignment was calculated using Muscle (Edgar, 2004) . B. Sequence distance tree corresponding to the alignment. C. Sequence alignment of DCL1--A with its closest homologs, mouse Dicer and K. polysporus Dicer. HelicaseN_2RS6  DCL1_dsRBD2  Drosha_2KHX  AaRNAseIII_1RC7  TmRnaseIII_1O0W  HYL1-2_2L2M  IIPK_2_1X49  PKR1_1QU6  HYL1-1_2L2N  HypProt_1WHN  TRBP1_3LLH  IIPK_2DIX  DGCR81_2YT4  StaufenHomolog_1UHZ  SpermProt_2DMY  ADAR2_1_2B7T  ADAR_2LJH  IKEBF3_3P1X  ADAR2_2_2B7V  TRBP2_3ADL  TRBP_2_2CPN  XlrbpA_1DI2  Staufen3_1EKZ  Rnt1p_1T4L  DCL1_dsRBD1  KpDicer_3RV0  MmDicer_3C4B  IIPK_1_1X48  PKR2_1QU6  HypProt_2DB2  DGCR82_2YT4   10  20  30  40  50  60 3RV0_kpDCR1_dsRBD/4-71 3c4b_mouseDicer_dsRBD/1-64 DCL1_dsRBD1/4-69 
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Supplementary Figure 5
The 1H--1D NMR spectrum Dicer dsRBDs. In blue, the folded Mus musculus Dicer dsRBD. In red, the intrinsically disordered DCL1--A.
Supplementary Figure 6
Far UV CD spectra of HYL1--dsRBD1 (Burdisso et al., 2014) and DCL1--A. The spectrum from DCL1--A corresponds to the component of the titration obtained by multivariate curve resolution-alternating least--squares. 
Supplementary Figure 11
Analysis of the secondary chemical shifts of C alpha and C' of the bound structured form (top), the bound unstructured form (middle) and the free unstructured form (bottom) of DCL1--A.
Supplementary Figure 12
A. Structure of the folded bound form of DCL1--A showing the residues mutated (left) and the result of the mutations (right). B. Amide region of the 1H 1D NMR spectra of the mutant proteins designed to stabilize the folded form of DCL1--A. The spectrum of mouse Dicer dsRBD is shown on top for comparison.
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